Cost implication of Line Voltage variation on Three Phase Induction Motor operation
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Abstract
Globally, there is a drive toward ensuring energy efficiency in all aspect of production operations and power supply systems. Industries are the backbone of our modern world, and a significant percentage of industrial operations are motor driven. Three Phase Induction Motor is massively deployed in industries due to its ruggedness, reasonable cost and ease of maintenance. The energy efficiency of the induction motor is affected by the internal configurations of the motor and the nature of the supply. Power supply fluctuations result in power quality issues and its attendant negative effects on equipment operation. This research, studies the cost and performance implication of the effects of balanced over voltage, balanced voltage, balanced under voltage and unbalance voltage on the operation of the three phase induction motor using the peculiarities of Nigeria. The result shows that, there is an increase in operational cost due to increased energy loss in the windings as a result of voltage variations from the balanced state, with balanced over voltage operation showing more cost severity among the voltage variations considered.
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1. Introduction
Line voltage variation is a peculiar, daily power supply challenge in Nigeria. Nigeria’s peak energy output as at September, 2017 was 3,880 MW [1], this is about 12.5% of the estimated energy demand of 31,000 MW as at 2015, with an anticipated 10% yearly increase according to the Energy Commission of Nigeria [2]. This has resulted in excessive load shedding, epileptic supply and its associated network issues and supply instability [2,3]. Currently, power outage to industry stood at an average value of 8.2 hours per day [4].

In Nigeria, a number of companies sprang up in areas that were not initially planned for, and coupled with the insufficient capacity of the supply network, the lines are often overloaded, resulting in increased line voltage drops [5]. The insufficient energy and reliability issues forced many companies to switch to alternatives like petrol and diesel generators, and this increased their operational cost and the level of pollution due to the release of generator exhaust to the environment. Many companies have folded up while others relocated to neighbouring countries due to the realities of the operational environment [3].

In industries, induction motor plays a vital role in daily production processes [6], and it accounts for a significant portion of daily production energy expenses. Induction motors usually drive different loads that are a percentage of its rated power [7-9], this can be as high as 70% or between 3-16% [10]. The performance and efficiency of a three phase induction motor (TPIM) is highly influenced by the quality of the power supply. Power quality issue is a major challenge globally [11,12], and in Nigeria, it is even more significant due to the unreliability of the supply network [13].

The operation of a TPIM has been studied over the years with a major focus on voltage unbalance scenario. Voltage unbalance has been studied by a number of research works at various percentage of line to line unbalance [14-19], these studies reveals the negative effects of sequence current on motor operation, temperature and efficiency. In voltage unbalance studies, a scenario in which the positive sequence voltage is greater than the rated average voltage is referred to as over-voltage unbalance condition while under-voltage unbalance condition is when the positive sequence voltage is below the rated supply voltage.
This research is focused on the steady state analysis of a TPIM, operating under Balanced Rated Voltage (BV), Balanced Under-Voltage (BUV), Balanced Over-Voltage (BOV) and Unbalance Voltage (UBV) conditions. According to [20], BOV is a supply scenario in which the three phase voltages are both individually, and equally greater in magnitude than the rated supply voltage value, while BUV is a supply scenario in which the three phase voltages are both individually, and equally lower in magnitude than the rated supply voltage value. Voltage unbalance is a scenario in which the line voltages of the three phases of the supply are not equal. These supply variations are major power quality issues that determine TPIM operational cost and efficiency.

2. Three Phase Induction Motor

For a three phase induction motor as shown in Figure 1, the synchronous speed $N_s$ is given by

$$n_s = \frac{120 \times f_s}{P} \text{ (rev/min)}$$

(1)

![Figure 1. The Per Phase Equivalent Circuit of a 3-phase induction motor](image)

The effective impedance of the magnetizing circuit is given by

$$Z = R_c // jX_m = \frac{jR_c X_m}{R_c + jX_m}$$

(2)

The motor impedance is given as

$$Z_m = R_s + jX_s + \frac{Z \times \left( jX_r + \frac{R_r}{s} \right)}{Z + jX_r + \frac{R_r}{s}}$$

(3)

Let $I_s$ be the stator current, the Voltage $E_1$ can be obtained from equation (5)

$$E_1 = I_s \times \frac{Z \times \left( jX_r + \frac{R_r}{s} \right)}{Z + jX_r + \frac{R_r}{s}}$$

(4)

The rotor current

---
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\[ I_r = \frac{Z}{Z + jX + R_s} \times I_s \]  

(5)

The stator and rotor copper losses are obtained as follows

\[ P_s = 3I_s^2R_s \]  

(6)

\[ P_r = 3I_r^2R_r \]  

(7)

The core loss

\[ P_c = \frac{3E_i^2}{R_c} \]  

(8)

The power converted from electrical to mechanical form, which is also referred to as developed mechanical power is given by

\[ P_{conv} = 3I_r^2R_c \left( 1 - \frac{s}{s} \right) \]  

(9)

Given the rotational losses \( P_{rot} \) (windage and friction) and other stray losses \( P_{stray} \), the output power can be obtained from

\[ P_{out} = P_{conv} - P_{rot} - P_{stray} \]  

(10)

The developed or induced torque of the machine is the torque generated due to the conversion of electric power to mechanical power.

\[ T_{dev} = \frac{P_{conv}}{W_m} \]  

(11)

2.1. Maximum Torque Variation

To determine the maximum torque fluctuations as the voltage supply swings from BUV, BV to BOV, the Thevenin equivalent of the induction motor model shall be applied. By applying Thevenin’s theorem to the per-phase stator circuit of Figure 2, the following parameters can be determined.
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Figure 2. Thevenin equivalent of a 3-phase induction motor
The slip at maximum torque is obtained as follows

$$S_{\text{max}} = \frac{R_s}{\sqrt{R_{th}^2 + (X_{th} + X_r)^2}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)$$

$$T_{\text{max}} = \frac{3V_{th}^2R_s}{s\omega \left( R_{th} + \frac{R_s}{s} \right)^2 + s\omega \left( X_{th} + X_r \right)^2}$$ \hspace{1cm} (13)$$

### 2.2. Voltage Unbalance Analysis

The voltage unbalance study is achieved using the equivalent T-circuit shown in Figure 3, based on the sequence component analysis of the TPIM [19, 21].

![Equivalent T-circuit of a 3-phase induction motor](image)

According to the National Electrical Manufactures Association Motor and Generator Standard (NEMA MG1.1993), line voltage unbalance in a three phase supply is defined as follows

$$UBV(\%) = \frac{\text{maximum voltage deviation from average line voltage}}{\text{average line voltage magnitude}} \times 100\%$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)$$

$$= \frac{\text{Max} \left[ |V_{ab} - V_{Lavg}|, |V_{bc} - V_{Lavg}|, |V_{ca} - V_{Lavg}| \right]}{V_{avg}} \times 100\%$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)$$

Where $V_{avg} = \frac{(V_{ab} + V_{bc} + V_{ca})}{3}$  \hspace{1cm} (16)$$

$$s_i = \frac{n_s - n}{n_s}$$ \hspace{1cm} (17)$$

The positive sequence slip

$$s_2 = 2 - s$$ \hspace{1cm} (18)$$

The sequence stator impedance $Z_{si} = R_{si} + jX_{si}$  \hspace{1cm} (19)$$
The sequence rotor impedance
\[ Z_{ri} = R_{ri} + jX_{ri} \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(20)}

The Magnetizing circuit admittance
\[ Y_{m} = \frac{R_{c} + jX_{m}}{R_{c} \cdot jX_{m}} \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(21)}

The sequence rotor component can be obtained using equation (22)
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
V_{ri} \\
I_{ri}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
1 + Y_{mi} \cdot Z_{ri} & (Y_{mi} \cdot Z_{ri} - Z_{si}) \\
- Y_{mi} & 1 + Y_{mi} \cdot Z_{si}
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
V_{si} \\
I_{si}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(22)}

3. The Simulation Result and Analysis

A Matlab simulation was carried out using seven voltage supply scenarios, and these are BUV=0.9 BV, BUV=0.95 BV, BV, BOV=1.05 BV, BOV=1.1 BV, 5% UBV and 10% UBV supply conditions. The induction motor for this study has the following parameters: 415V, \(X_m=24.6\Omega\), \(X_s=0.681\Omega\), \(X_r=0.657\Omega\), \(R_r=0.64\Omega\), \(R_s=0.56\Omega\), \(R_c=941\Omega\), rated slip=0.04, mechanical losses=227W.

For the steady state analysis (BUV, BV, BOV) the slip was varied around the rated slip from 0 to 0.08, so as to study the motor performance within this region, while for the unbalance voltage condition, the percentage unbalance ranged from 0 to 10%. The result of the simulation is shown by the graphs of Figure 4 to Figure 6 for the balanced voltage cases, and Figure 7 to Figure 9 for the unbalanced voltage cases while Figure 10 to Figure 13 details the comparative analysis for the seven scenarios considered.

Table 1 shows the comparative performance of the TPIM specifically at the rated slip of 0.04.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARAMETER</th>
<th>10% BUV</th>
<th>5% BUV</th>
<th>BV</th>
<th>5% BOV</th>
<th>10% BOV</th>
<th>5% UBV</th>
<th>10% UBV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Loss (W)</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaft Power (W)</td>
<td>7.13</td>
<td>7.97</td>
<td>8.66</td>
<td>9.79</td>
<td>10.77</td>
<td>8.64</td>
<td>8.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apparent power (VA)</td>
<td>10.05</td>
<td>12.24</td>
<td>14.24</td>
<td>16.35</td>
<td>18.57</td>
<td>14.86</td>
<td>14.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency (%)</td>
<td>86.96</td>
<td>87.24</td>
<td>87.69</td>
<td>87.87</td>
<td>87.93</td>
<td>85.93</td>
<td>85.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Factor (Nm)</td>
<td>0.8164</td>
<td>0.8154</td>
<td>0.8164</td>
<td>0.8164</td>
<td>0.8151</td>
<td>0.8111</td>
<td>0.8111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Torque (Nm)</td>
<td>213.89</td>
<td>238.32</td>
<td>264.07</td>
<td>291.13</td>
<td>319.52</td>
<td>259.00</td>
<td>254.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Total energy loss in the motor
Figure 5. A plot of efficiency against Electromechanical Power.
From the data in Table 1, the highest total loss occurred during BOV conditions, and comparatively between BOV and UBV at both 5% and 10% values, the losses are more significant for BOV, and this shows that though research focus is more on unbalance voltage conditions, operation under BOV actually induces more losses. The shaft power is highly reduced during BUV conditions and this will affect the ability of TPIM to carry the rated load, while for the UBV there is a slight drop in shaft power from the BV value, and for the BOV supply condition, the shaft power increased substantially and this may eventually damage the motor if not checked. During under voltage conditions (BUV), when the input voltage is below the rated value, the motor shaft power and torque are below the rated values and as such, when loaded, the motor will not be able to carry its rated load effectively, and if there is a significant reduction in voltage the motor will start to stall and draw more current to compensate for the reduced voltage; this will ultimately trip overcurrent protective devices or burn off the motor winding. The TPIM will completely stop if the voltage is extremely low. Figure 11 shows comparatively the output torque variation for the seven cases using the BV torque value as reference.
The maximum apparent power of 15,021 VA was recorded for the 10% BOV supply condition as compared with 12,206 VA for the 10% UBV condition, this further emphasizes the increased energy demand and threat posed by over voltage to TPIM. For the voltage unbalance scenario, the average voltage varied from 415V to 406.7V as the percentage unbalance is increased from 0 to 10%, this reduction in average voltage accounts for the drop in input power for the UBV cases. The real and reactive input power of the TPIM is shown in Figure 10 as a percentage of BV value.

At slip Smax, the maximum achievable torque is highest for the 10% BOV at 319.52Nm, this torque is significantly higher than the rated value, and if the increase in voltage persists, it may produce a very high centrifugal force that may throw off the rotor winding from the slots. BOV operation stimulates excessive increase in current, and UBV stimulates increase in negative sequence current, the increase in motor current due to these conditions may result in line voltage fluctuations on nearby loads on the same supply with the motor. As the current increases, ultimately, the motor magnetic field may be saturated.

From Figure 4, it can be seen that there is a significant increase in losses as the slip increases for the balanced voltages while for the unbalance voltage as shown in Figure 7, TPIM losses increases with increasing percentage unbalance, the heat produced by this losses will increase the motor temperature as shown in Figure 8 and this may destroy the motor insulation. Voltage unbalance creates negative sequence currents and torque, Figure 9 shows a reduction in total torque due to the negative sequence torque which opposes the useful positive sequence torque.

![Figure 10. Real and reactive input power for the voltage variations](image-url)
The average energy rate in Nigeria per kWh is N27.20, based on this figure a cost analysis is developed for the financial implication of running the TPIM for 24 hours a day [22], for a whole year. From Figures 12 and 13, the cost of energy losses alone, and also, the total cost of energy for operating the motor for a whole year are both highest for the 10% BOV case. It is vital to note that the 5% BOV follows next in motor yearly operational cost ranking. This further establishes the significance of BOV as compared with UBV.

4. Conclusion
This research study analysed the effects of BUV, BOV and UBV on the operation and energy efficiency of a three phase induction motor as compared with the BV operation. The result shows that BUV reduces the performance of the motor as the motor may stall or draw more current to compensate for the reduced voltage. During BOV conditions excessive energy is wasted as heat in the windings, increasing the winding temperature and weakening the winding insulation. Excessive BOV stimulates increased current which produces more torque that may damage the motor if significantly higher than the rated torque, coupled with the increased heat and risk of insulation failure.

From the comparative result analysis, the losses and energy requirements due to BOV, the cost implication of the energy losses and the total annual energy cost for running the motor is higher for the BOV than the UBV. UBV has triggered many research studies and interests due to the undesirable effects of the negative sequence components, with less attention paid to BOV operational condition. This research has shown that in a country like Nigeria, with supply reliability and stability issues, BOV is a potent threat to the efficient and economic operation of the TPIM motor.
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